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Minutes 
Special Meeting of the 

USA Fencing Board of Directors 
February 18-19, 2012 in Salt Lake City, UT      

 

 

Index of Appendices 

 

Description Appendices/ 

Attachments 

 

Page 

FOC Report A  

Tournament Committee Report B  

Youth Development Committee Report C  

Hall of Fame Committee Report D  

Tournament Oversight Committee Report E  

Veterans Committee Report F  

USFA Sports Medicine Special Report on Recruitment G  

Executive Director’s Report H  

   

   

   

*Reports are provided by committee chairs regarding their committee’s activities; receipt of the submitted 

reports does not indicate adoption of items within each report. 

 

Present: Bradley Baker, Bill Becker, David Blake, Aaron Clements, Wes Glon, David Herr, Terry Kwan, Jeff 

Salmon, Laurie Schiller, Soren Thompson, Kalle Weeks, Alex Wood 

 

Absent: Mario Rodriguez, Sunil Sabharwal, Jay Strass 

 

Guests: Donald Alperstein, Nancy Anderson, Gerrie Baumgart, Dan Berke, Carol Buerdsel, Sam Cheris, Greg 

Dilworth, Kris Ekeren, Charles Greene, Mary Griffith, George Kolombatovich, Annie Manino, Michael Marx, 

Jim Page, Jennie Salmon, Jason Sheridan, Bill Shipman, Kevin Smith, Felicia Zimmermann 

 

I.  General Information and Organizational Items 

General announcements 

Remarks – Kalle Weeks, President 

Introductory remarks regarding scheduling and meeting administrative details. 
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II.   Strategic Plan Review 

A.   Membership Services Update    

An oral report provided by Kris Ekeren (Director of Membership, USA Fencing). 

Select items from the report include: 

 A survey was conducted of lapsed members.  Over 5,000 people received the survey and 

199 responded.  Three items were highlighted from the responses received.  Economic factors 

are having an impact on those who do not renew, there is a large base of youth fencers who try 

the sport but do not continue, and membership has little to no value unless one is competing. 

 Current membership levels and costs were reviewed, as was current insurance coverage, 

including informational notes on types of coverage that are not currently included by are likely to 

be desirable to small business owners and clubs. 

 Some future changes were introduced. 

• We have been advised that our current insurance  carrier and other carriers who 

previously been interested in insuring USA Fencing will no longer issue club 

certificates without all individual club members being members of USA Fencing. 

• This is consistent with other NGB’s that issue club insurance.  

The recommendation was made to shift to a structure with one level of club membership, 

which would include general liability coverage.  In order to receive such coverage, all members 

of a club would have to be members of USA Fencing.  Options to add additional types of 

coverage are currently being explored.  The discussion included a suggested set of individual and 

club membership levels, along with proposed costs. 

The following timeline for the decision-making process was provided: 

• Feb 22 – Survey to Current Club Owners based on Board discussion 

• March 1 – Results of Survey to Board 

• March 22– Board vote on 2012-13 Membership Dues 

• Week of March 26 – Release of information to General Membership 

• May  - Series of Conference Calls to answer questions 

• Summer Nationals – Meetings to answer questions 

  

The Board engaged in discussion of the material included in Ms. Ekeren’s presentation. 

The proposed solution calls for a Fence for Fun membership class that would allow for 

competition at the local level, excluding RYCs, SYCs, ROCs, NACs, National Championships, 

and any qualifying competitions for National Championships at a $20 price point.  The Board 

discussion focused on the possibility of a lower-cost alternative, removing the right to compete at 
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any level, but allowing for club-based participation.  Upon questioning, Ms. Ekeren estimated 

such a membership could be break-even for the Association at an annual cost of $5.  That fee 

would cover the incremental insurance and administrative overhead costs incurred by the 

organization for each additional (non-competitive) member. 

 

B.  Review Topics 

 

 Future Stars 

 Constituency Surveys 

 Revenue Growth 

 Sponsorships 

 

The Board engaged in a discussion of member surveys that have been done and could be done, 

survey design, and potential improvements in existing surveys, including issues of visibility and 

availability of surveys.  It was noted that consultation with relevant committees should take place during 

survey design to combine efforts and ensure that the correct areas are being examined and necessary 

data is being generated. 

 

A discussion was held regarding the Future Stars program.  Included topics were the follow-on 

international trip and the athlete selection structure for the program.  The Board also addressed concerns 

regarding the level of communications between the National Office and committees and between the 

Board and committees. 

 

Discussion was conducted regarding revenue growth, tournament revenues, and tournament size. 

 

Mr. Dilworth presented information regarding sponsorships.  Discussions have been taking place 

with Leon Paul regarding continuing our relationship through the next Olympic quadrennium.  Our 

largest sponsor is the supplier of tournament equipment, a contract that is currently being worked upon.  

The Nike sponsorship continues to have delays in getting the contract done.  Nike’s standard contract is 

not written for USA Fencing-type deals but more targeted at $30MM level deals that don’t match well 

with the arrangements that we’d be looking at.  Discussions with professionals in the fund raising field 

to work on commission to obtain additional sponsorships continue to be on-going. 

 

A request was made to have written reports from the Executive Director for each meeting.  It was 

also requested that financial reports be provided with a longer lead time before meetings.  The 
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suggestion was made to include a chart of accounts in a Board notebook.  It was also noted that more 

regular reporting from committees would be beneficial. 

 

The transition to the new version of the USOC-driven website will begin next week.  The most 

recent USOC target date for going live is March 15, 2012. 

 

III.   Executive Session to consider personnel, litigation, and disciplinary matters 

 

The Board resolved to disband the disciplinary panel currently chaired by Mr. Cheris and given 

the charge of examining whether club representation rules are being abused by a member to avoid 

a suspension imposed upon him by the Board of Directors. 

 

 

** Recess of meeting until 7:00pm February 19, 2012 ** 

 

 

IV.  General Information and Organizational Items 

General announcements 

Remarks – Kalle Weeks, President 

Ms. Weeks welcomed the Board and guests.  A Moment of Silence was held in memory of Bill 

Gaugler, Neil Lazar, and Joe Pechinsky. 

 

V.   Minutes of the January 19, 2012 Special Meeting of the Board of Directors 

Motion (Mr. Baker): To approve the minutes of the January 19, 2012 Special Meeting of the Board of 

Directors. 

Second: Mr. Clements 

Motion passed. 

 

VI.    Executive Director’s Report (Greg Dilworth) 

 

Mr. Dilworth provided a written report (Appendix H) and oral remarks. 

 

 

VII. Finance and Budget (Sunil Sabharwal) 

Financial Reports 
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Audit Committee Report 

David Herr presented the following report orally: 

The Audit Committee really performed two functions during the past six months. 

 

First, the committee oversaw the audit by the firm’s outside auditors.  That process began 

with a pre-audit discussion, followed by a review of and comment of the draft audit report, and 

reporting of that at an earlier meeting of the Board. 

  

Initial call with Auditor in September, followed up by committee call (Paula Reed, Felicia 

Zimmerman, Jay Strass, David Herr, Chair).  

 

 Auditors reviewed books, etc.  No noteworthy changes in the accounting standards this 

year; saw no fraud, asked us if we were aware of any (answered “no”). 

 

 Second call to answer (very few) questions, verify whether we were aware of 

irregularities in books 

  

Committee’s recommendation to Board was: 

1. First and foremost, this is a very clean audit, and reflects a much better process and review of 

the finances than in prior years. We approve the process and recommend receipt of the Audit 

Report.  

2. The "going concern" language in the audit report is something that has been included for 

several years, and we have therefore been well aware of it.  We don't think it is possible to 

get it removed given the current financial condition of the Association.  It is clear that we 

have implemented a strategic plan that is intended to, among other things, reduce and 

eliminate over time the deficit condition. The Audit Committee does not believe there is 

more to do on this front now, other than to continue to marshal ourkl 

3. The Management Letter will go to the Board, and we certainly should recommend to the 

Board that it implement a mechanism to ensure that the handling of temporarily restricted 

revenue and expenses be handled in a manner that conforms to this recommendation from 

the auditors.  

Second, the Audit committee also reviewed and commented on the IRS Form 990 which is 

before the Board for approval.  It appears to be in good form and any questions we had were 

answered or addressed by the accountants. 

 

 The only recommendations from the Audit Committee raised by the IRS Form 990 are 

that USA Fencing should consider the wisdom of adopting a written conflict-of-interest policy 

so that we could report on Form 990, Part VI, lines 12a & 12b that we have and enforce that 

policy, and similarly, that we consider modifying the compensation process to permit “Yes” 

answers to questions 15a & 15b. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

David Herr 

Chair, USA Fencing Audit Committee 
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 Motion (Mr. Sabharwal): To receive the Budget Report as submitted to the Board. 

 Second: Ms. Kwan 

 

  In Mr. Sabharwal’s absence, Mr. Dilworth presented an oral report. 

 Some corrections to the budget report initially distributed were noted.  A corrected version was 

distributed to the Board.  The bottom line figure is current a $219,000 deficit for the year. 

  Payment of the State of Texas grant from JOs 2011 is expected by the end of February. 

 Discussion was conducted related to the projected cost of the Executive Director search, 

expenses for national tournaments, international programs, OTC programs, the men’s sabre squad and 

other line items. 

Additional detail breaking down revenue and expense sub-categories for national events for the 

season-to-date will be provided to the Board by the March meeting. 

 Motion passed. 

  

 Motion (Mr. Herr): To approve the IRS Form 990 for 2011 [distributed separately]. 

 Second: Mr. Becker 

 One amendment to the 990 was noted. 

  The entry at the top of page 31 should read: 

THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR PROVIDE THE FORM 990 TO THE HEAD OF THE AUDIT AND 

FINANCE COMMITTEES WHICH SEPARATELY REVIEW AND EDIT FOR ANY RECOMMENDED 

CHANGES.  FOLLOWING CONSIDERATION OF THOSE COMMENTS AND PREPARATION OF 

THE FINAL RETURN, THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS REVIEWED AND ON FEBRUARY 19, 2012, 

APPROVED THE FILING OF THIS RETURN. 

 Motion passed. 

 

VIII. International Update (Sunil Sabharwal) 

In Mr. Sabharwal’s absence, an oral report was provided by Ms. Weeks. 

The USOC previously provided USA Fencing with a travel grant to aid with international 

relations.  USA Fencing had expressed the hope of hosting an FIE EC meeting at Chicago world cup.  

The FIE has indicated that they would prefer to hold the EC meeting in Moscow.  USA Fencing is in the 

process of going back to the USOC to change the use of those funds.  One possibility is hosting 

receptions for international colleagues at various events.  Further information will be provided to the 

Board as the situation resolves. 

Mr. Sabharwal has been in contact with other groups, many of which have international relations 
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working groups.  The suggestion has been made to formalize what has thus far been an informal process.  

This would involve designating some people officially to be part of an international relations group.   

 

IX.   Legal Update (Donald Alperstein) 

 

At the end of January we participated in a 2-day arbitration hearing involving claims by a former 

national weapons director.  We had made settlement offer that was responded to by filing of the 

arbitration demand.  We’ve received arbitrator’s report.  She has issued a reasoned award, finding in 

favor of USA Fencing on all counts, while taking the organization to task on some items.  She found we 

were well within our rights under both the Amateur Sports Act and employment law.  We had attempted 

to resolve situation by adjusting duties of the now-former employee.  Our contract documents, record 

keeping and personnel policies were found to be somewhat wanting.  As a result of the finding, the other 

party would receive no payment.  We are responsible for paying the arbitration fee for both parties [total 

of approximately $9,000]. 

 

Both parties have agreed to an early mediation of the dispute with Tournament Housing 

Services. 

 

USA Fencing, the NCAA, and Notre Dame have been sued by former member Lydia Lonney.  

Ms. Lonney’s claim is that she was injured significantly by a sabre blade at Midwest Fencing Regional 

Championships in 2010.  The paperwork has been sent to insurance company. 

 

The Nike contract is still being worked upon.  We have a great relationship with Nike.  We’re 

giving them what we agreed to give them.  They’re giving us what they agreed to give us.  The 

paperwork is running about a year behind the state of the relationship. 

 

X.   Committee and Task Force Matters 

Motion (Mr. Baker): To approve the establishment of a Compensation Committee.  Members will 

consist of Sunil Sabharwal, David Herr, and Brendan Bâby.  

Second: Mr. Blake 

Motion passed. 

 

Motion (Mr. Baker): To approve the appointment of Daria Schneider to the Executive Director Search 

Task Force. 
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Second: Mr. Blake 

Motion passed. 

 

Motion (Mr. Baker): To approve the appointment of Omar Bhutta as Tournament Committee 

representative to the Fencing Officials Commission. 

Second: Mr. Clements 

Motion passed. 

 

Motion(Mr. Baker): To approve modification of the membership of the National Team Oversight 

Committee as follows: 

Alex Wood (chair), Stephanie Eim Haggerty, Carla-Mae Richards, Sam Cheris, Maureen Griffin, 

Buckie Leach, Jed Dupree, Jeff Salmon.  Sabharwal to continue as liaison. 

Second: Mr. Becker 

Motion passed. 

 

 Committee Reports 

  Athlete Protection Task Force (Felicia Zimmermann) 

   An oral report was presented by Ms. Zimmermann. 

   Documents related to the Athlete Protection Task Force recommendations will be 

distributed to the Board and Board members are asked to provide their comments to Jim Page as soon as 

possible. 

  Follow up with the Fencing Officials Commission (Wes Glon) 

  An oral presentation was made by Mr. Glon. 

  One recommendation that was made is to include on the FOC representatives of the Tournament 

Committee, National Office, Athletes, and Coaches. 

  Mr. Bhutta was appointed as Tournament Committee representative earlier in this meeting. 

  More representation will increase communications and resolve existing tensions.  Another thing 

that will improve relationship is if the FOC would develop a transparent evaluation method for referees 

and FOC members, which could be used for domestic and international assignment.  It is also desired to 

improve the selection process for FOC membership. 
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  Additional follow-up will take place between Ms. Weeks, Mr. Glon, Mr. Salmon, and Mr. 

Cheris. 

 

 Motion (Mr. Baker): To receive committee reports, as submitted to the Board. 

 Second: Mr. Blake 

  Ms. Griffith noted the Tournament Committee Report had an error in the 2010-11 event 

combinations for October and January. 

  It was noted by Ms. Weeks that we have a set of plans for recruitment and development of 

referees, bout committee staff, armorers, and athletic trainers.  We now need to update and expand the 

Strategic Plan to add action items and milestones for the implementation of those plans. 

 Motion passed. 

 

XI.     Conflict of Interest Forms – Board of Directors 

A draft version of a conflict of interest form was distributed to members of the Board of 

Directors.  Ms. Weeks asked that Board members submit comments on the draft to Mr. Herr. 

 

XII.   Future Stars Program Review 

Michael Marx and Kevin Smith were available for questions and feedback. 

Removal of the international portion of the proposed program was suggested. 

The discussion included addressing the adult-athlete ratio.  Future Stars is designed to follow State 

of Florida guidelines and maintain an 8:1 ratio of athletes to adults. 

There was discussion of the selection criteria.  Sense of the Board is to leave the selection criteria 

for the initial year as the Y14 NRPS.  The criteria to be reviewed for future seasons after the initial 

experience. 

A clarification was made that the top 15 athletes who indicate interest will be accepted to the 

camp, without a minimum cut-off.  Based on unofficial discussions with coaches of top youth athletes, it 

appears that many coaches will be strongly promoting the camp to their athletes and parents of athletes. 

 

Mr. Marx also introduced the Coaches Institute.  $950/session.  This represents an alliance 

between USA Fencing and the USFCA.  The Institute will take place in two sessions at the end of July.  

Future Stars will immediately follow. 
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A curriculum outline has been sent out to national coaches and coaches of top-10 athletes.  

Overall, it was distributed for comment and feedback to 50-60 coaches.  Responses have started coming 

back in.  The goal is a comprehensive program uniting various coaches and coaching groups. 

 

XIII.   Old Business 

The following motion was tabled during the Board meeting on January 19, 2012: 

 

Motion (Mr. Salmon): WHEREAS confusion has arisen over the 10-member requirement of the 

USFA's Club Membership criteria and 

  

WHEREAS as a result, the National Office has indicated to some groups or entities who may not meet 

the 10-member rule that they have been accepted as Club Members; and 

  

WHEREAS the 10-member rule is a standing requirement adopted by the Board of Directors, the 

wisdom and propriety of which are hereby confirmed; and 

  

WHEREAS it is the will of the Board of Directors that the 10-member rule be enforced but that no 

group or entity be unfairly disadvantaged by the confusion that has existed; 

  

BE IT RESOLVED as follows: 

  

1.  That any application for Club Membership received by the National Office after the date hereof shall 

be granted only if at the time the application is received no fewer than 10 USFA members have 

identified the applicant as their primary club; and 

  

2.  That any group or entity which has been granted Club Membership shall continue to enjoy all 

benefits of that status through the current membership year, provided and accept that only such Clubs as 

satisfy the 10-member requirement as of the initial (single fee) registration deadline for Summer 

National Championships and NAC shall be allowed to enter teams to fence in any competition at that 

tournament; and 

  

3.  That the National Office is instructed to publicize this resolution in a manner designed to assure that 

all affected Clubs, groups and entities have prompt notice hereof and to take such further actions as are 

appropriate to its implementation; and  
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4.   That the National Office shall promptly upon receipt of team entries for the Summer National 

Championships and NAC confirm that the entrant meets the 10-member requirement and shall 

immediately notify any entrant who does not of the deficiencies in the application so that, time 

permitting, the deficiency may be cured. 

 

Second: Mr. Glon 

Motion amended to remove third “WHEREAS” clause. 

Motion amended to remove resolution 1 and renumber resolutions 2, 3, and 4 as 1, 2, and 3. 

Motion, as amended, passed. 

 

XIV.   New Business 

A. Bylaws Revisions 

The process by which bylaws revision are accomplished were briefly discussed; those revisions 

that were included in the agenda, as well as others that are anticipated from the Election 

Committee will be presented for consideration at the annual meeting in September, 2012. 

 

 

The USA Fencing Bylaws specify the following procedure for amendment of the Bylaws by the Board 

of Directors: 

 

Procedure. Any member of the Board of Directors may move the adoption of 

amendments to these Bylaws or the adoption of new bylaws. Not later than forty-five days 

before the date of any meeting of the Board at which an amendment or new bylaw is to be 

considered, a general notice of the proposed change shall be published prominently on the 

USFA’s website. Such notice shall set forth the text of the proposed amendment, the time and 

place of the meeting of the Board of Directors at which the change is to be considered, and 

provide a means by which general comments of the membership relating to the proposal may be 

communicated for distribution to the Board of Directors not less than five days before the 

meeting. Amendments and new bylaws shall be adopted upon the affirmative vote of not fewer 

than two-thirds of the members of the Board of Directors then in office. 

 

1.  Motion (Mr. Salmon):  To adjust the by-laws in Article VII Section 2.g. for the qualifications of 

the Age Group Parent Director to include the Junior and U-23 fencer. 

Rationale:  With the limitations of "being a parent or guardian of a cadet or youth fencer" the board 

experienced difficulty finding candidates with enough fencing exposure to be a contributing board 

member.  Almost every candidate needed to have either other USFA experience or a large disparity 

between siblings to be an effective board member. 

 

I wanted to get information on why the by-laws were written that way. So I discussed the original 

rationale with by-laws contributor Alan Kuver. He described that the goal was to give representation 

to the 1/3 of the membership (minors) that are not represented. Although this rationale does have 

merit, increasing the parenting age group does not take away from this representation. The increase 
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will expand the candidate pool so that the candidates will not need to wear other hats to be effective. 

 

2. Motion: Article IX, Section 3(a) of the current USA Fencing Bylaws should be modified 

as the following: 

 

a. The Nominating Committee shall nominate two AT LEAST ONE 
qualified candidates CANDIDATE for the office of President and two AT 
LEAST ONE qualified candidates CANDIDATE for the office of Treasurer, and 

shall announce its nominees no later than January 15 of the calendar year in 

which the elections are to be held by publishing the names of the nominees 

and any report issued by the Committee on the USFA web site. 

 

Rationale: The Committee feels that it should be given more flexibility in 

nominating candidates since there are cases when only one candidate is deemed 

worthy to be nominated by the committee while in other cases there may be three 

or more candidates worthy to be nominated by the committee. 

 

3.  Motion: Article IX, Section 4(a) of the current USA Fencing Bylaws should be modified 

as the following: 

 

Nominations by the Nominating Committee. The Nominating Committee shall 

nominate twice the number of AT LEAST AS MANY qualified candidates as 

there are directors to be selected in each category, and shall announce its 

nominees no later than January 15 of the calendar year in which the elections 

are to be held by publishing the names of the nominees and any report issued 

by the Committee on the USFA web site. 

 

Rationale: The Committee feels that it should be given more flexibility in 

nominating candidates since there are cases when only one candidate is deemed 

worthy to be nominated by the committee for each elected position while in other 

cases there may be two or more candidates worthy to be nominated by the 

committee for that elected position. 

 

B. Other Motions 

1. Motion (Mr. Salmon): To allow sanctioning of local foil events that use either  lamé bib or non-

lamé bib until August 1st, 2012. After August 1st, 2012 sanctioning will be limited to lamé bib foil 

events only.  

 

Second: Mr. Becker 

Motion passed. 

 

2. Motion (Mr. Salmon): To remove the requirement of 6 teams registered to hold the team event at 

National Tournaments from the Athletes Handbook. 

 

Second: Mr. Clements 

Motion passed. 

 

Motion(Mr. Blake): To add a new motion from Mr. Salmon to the agenda. 
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Second: Mr. Blake 

Motion Passed. 

 

Motion(Mr. Salmon): To remove the awarding of classification changes based upon results in all 

team events. This would repeal the language currently present in the Operations Manual, Chapter 6, 

Section 6(A), paragraphs 3 and 4. 

Second: Dr. Schiller 

Motion(Mr. Baker): To table the motion until the March Board meeting. 

Second: Dr. Schiller 

Motion to table passed. 
 

XV.   Good and Welfare 

Ms. Weeks solicited comments regarding selection of a meeting date during Summer Nationals.  

Dates of meetings between now and Summer Nationals to be distributed via email and the website. 

 

XVI. Executive Session Part II 

The Board resolved that before deciding whether to grant a request for the formation of a 

disciplinary panel, that the complaint be forwarded to the accused members for their comment 

and response.  The matter will be revisited at the Board's next meeting. 
 

XVII. Adjournment 

Motion (Mr. Baker): To adjourn the meeting. 

 Second: Mr. Becker 

 

 Motion passed. 
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Appendix A 

FOC REPORT 

02/01/12 

 

The USA Fencing Board of Directors passed a resolution stating that the FOC present a comprehensive plan for 

development of grass roots, national and international caliber referees with responsible parties and measurement 

criteria.  

 

The FOC has three groups that are involved in the development of referees.  The program lead for Grassroots 

Development Committee (GDC) is Gerrie Baumgart and her committee members include Mark Stasinos and 

Mary Mahon.  Bill Oliver leads the National Development and Training Committee (NDTC) and Gerrie 

Baumgart, Mary Mahon and Ariana Klinkov are the committee members.  Francisco Martin chairs the 

International Development Committee (IDC) and his committee consists of Derek Cotton and Bill Becker.  The 

GDC and NDTC membership overlaps to ensure that the training efforts are coordinated between the two 

groups to establish a path from referee candidate to advanced national referee. 

 

GRASSROOTS 

 

Individuals interested in learning to referee are encouraged to take the Level I seminar developed by the FOC 

and which is given more than 25 times each season to more than 350 individuals.  More than 120 new referees 

pass the written exam and the practical observation after having taken the seminars.  Some individuals take the 

seminar with no intention of becoming rated referees, but to better understand their sport and what referees are 

looking for with regard to their fencing.  (See Exhibit A) 

 

The development of a Level II seminar is in the process of being completed and will be delivered at the March 

Div II/III NAC.  The aim of this mid-level seminar is to help bring the level 7/8 referee to the 5 level, capable of 

refereeing the first rounds of the National Championships. 

 

A network of more than 30 instructors have been trained to give the seminar and a cadre of almost 60 

Examiners attend competitions such as the SYCs, RYCs and ROCs to mentor and give increased ratings to 

those who show their ability to apply the rules in more and more difficult situations.  The Examiners notify 

members of the FOC Domestic Assignments Committee when they spot individuals ready to move on to higher-

level events. 

The chairs of both the Youth and ROC Committees have directed the promoters of those competitions to record 

referee usage and repot that usage to the GDC.  Dan Burke has graciously cooperated with a request from the 

GDC and designed new competition software that can more easily generate a referee report.  This report will be 

available to the FOC at its Annual Meeting this August. 

 

The GDC also uses a mentoring process at the Div II/III and Summer National events, pairing newer referees 

with more experienced ones.  The more experienced referee will observe, takes notes and make 

recommendations to the newer referee, who will also be given a copy of the written notes for future reference. 

 

The GDC is working on adding video to both the Level I and Level II seminars and to expanding the number of 

Instructors and Examiners. 

 

It is the goal of the GDC to add 150 new referees to the corps during the 2011-2012 season. 

 

 

NATIONAL 

 

The NDTC is in the process of evolving its methods based on the availability of video from our domestic (as 
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well as some international) events.  It is important that referees see a large number of high level bouts and 

receive significant feedback on their work.  The challenge has been to develop a good working library of video 

clips covering the significant actions, which a referee will need to know.  This library needs to be cataloged 

with a nomenclature to identify specific actions.  At the ideal, there should be at least 10 hours of clips in foil 

and saber and about 2 hours in epee.  The clips will show not only fencing actions, but also a variety of penalty 

situations. 

 

The process being followed by the NDTC is to determine a list of candidates who have shown ability, 

willingness to work and a desire to move up the ladder.  The Committee will work with David Blake to get the 

video and develop the nomenclature identifying the specific actions.  Next, the committee will distribute about 5 

hours of video to each of the referees for their review (at least twice) and for them to select 12-20 actions on 

which they have questions or comments.  The referees will be then engaged in a facilitated dialog at a password 

protected site (Fencing,net has offered to provide this) moderated by representatives of the NDTC or other FOC 

members. 

 

Each weapon will have 2 seminars per season at which the instructor (a top current international referee in the 

weapon) will go over some of the actions in a live meeting.  These seminars will be about 60 minutes and take 

place prior to fencing at given NACs. 

 

The NDTC also will beginning holding referee training camps (1-2 days) regionally either stand alone or 

combined with an existing fencing camp.  Financial arrangements will have to be discussed with the ED in his 

preparation of next year’s budget and approved by the Board. 

 

The following table shows the number of additional referees developed at the national level for the past two 

years and the goals of the Committee for this current season. 

 

 

Rating 2010 2011 2012 

1 1 1 2 

2 5 5 8 

3 7 13 15 

4 14 13 15 

5 10 14 20 

 

 

INTERNATIONAL 

 

The IDC is limited by current FIE Arbitrage rules to presenting 1 candidate per year per weapon during the first 

three season of the quad.  This past year, the FIE opened up the candidature to get more candidates and money 

for the Pan Am test ten days before the examination.  This was an anomaly and resulted in a scramble for 

persons who could make (and pay for) the trip at the last minute. 

 

The normal process is for the FOC to approve a group of 3-5 individuals for an international push list.  These 

individuals will be utilized at international cadet competitions where they are paired, when possible, with 

seasoned international referees for mentoring and observation. The IDC also works with each of these 

individuals at domestic events and then selects the most promising candidate to be permitted to take the test.   

The selection is based on proven ability, temperament to work FIE events, willingness to work domestically and 

internationally, ability to get time off for the travel and fitting the profile of the FIE arbitrage committee so they 

will have a fair shot at getting used. 

 

There is no metric for this season since there are no FIE exams scheduled for this year.  The metrics for the 
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2012-13 season will depend on the FIE Arbitrage commission and how many candidates they will permit per 

weapon and per country. 

 

Respectfully submitted 

 

Sam Cheris, Chair 

Fencing Officials Commission 
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EXHIBIT A 

 

ANALYSIS OF DATA ON INDIVIUDLAS TAKING FOC SPONSORED SEMINARS DURING THE 2009-

10 AND 2010-11 SEASONS AND THE FIRST HALF OF THE 2011-12 SEASON 

 

August 2009 – July 2010 

39 Different dates listed for seminars 

443 Different people listed as having taken one of those seminars 

145 have a referee rating listed as of January 29, 2012 (i.e. have gone on to take the test and practical) 

2 earned a 4 rating  

3 earned a 5 rating  

22 earned a 6 rating  

23 earned a 7 rating  

56 earned an 8 rating  

27 earned a 9 rating  

12 earned a 10 rating  

 

August 2010 – July 2011 

25 Different dates listed for seminars 

363 Different people listed as having taken one of those seminars 

122 have a referee rating listed as of January 29, 2012 (i.e. have gone on to take the test and practical) 

1 earned a 3 rating  

6 earned a 5 rating  

6 earned a 6 rating  

26 earned a 7 rating  

40 earned an 8 rating  

26 earned a 9 rating  

17 earned a 10 rating  

 

August 2011 – Current (January 2012) 

15 Different dates listed for seminars 

268 Different people listed as having taken one of those seminars 

70 have a referee rating listed as of January 29,2012 

1 earned a 3 rating  

1 earned a 4 rating  

5 earned a 5 rating  

7 earned a 6 rating  

7 earned a 7 rating  

28 earned an 8 rating  

18 earned a 9 rating  

3 earned a 10 rating  
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Appendix B 

Tournament Committee Report 

February 5, 2012 
 

NAC 

Competitors 
2007–2008 2008–2009 2009–2010 2010–2011 2011-2012 

October 
Div II/III/Cdt 

Tucson 
1579 

Div II/III/Cdt 
Columbus 

1845 

Div II/III/Cdt 
Des Moines 

1519 

Div II/III/Cdt 
Cincinnati 

2016 

Div II/III/Cdt 
Richmond 

1809 

November 
Jr/Cdt/Y14 

Dallas 
2257 

Jr/Cdt/Y14 
St. Louis 

2061 

Jr/Cdt/Y14 
Kansas City 

1920 

Jr/Cdt/Y14 
Milwaukee 

1860 

Jr/Cdt/Y14 
Austin 
2138 

December 
Div I/Vet/WC 

Richmond 
1372 

Div I/Vet/WC 
Colorado 
Springs 

1093 

Div I/Vet/WC 
Pittsburgh 

1398 

Div I/Team 
Atlanta 
1109/41 

Div I/Vet/WC 
Kansas City 

1551 

January 
Div I/Jr 
Atlanta 
1727 

Div I/Jr 
Louisville 

1648 

Div I/Jr/Team 
San Jose 
1782/67 

Div I/Jr 
Dallas 
2592 

Div I/Jr 
Portland 

1619 

Total 
Individual/Team 

6935 6647 6619/67 7577/41 7117 

 

BC Staffing. While we’ve still had long days and late nights, the 2011–2012 NAC schedule has not been as grueling for 

officials as last season’s. The overall morale of BC staff is noticeably better: the slight increase in the number of BC 

personnel hired for each NAC and the payment of honoraria and per diems at tournaments have been positives, though 

there have also been some continuing problems with travel itinerary approval and rooming requests. 

 

FencingTime Rollout. The tournament softward conversion from XSeed to FencingTime is progressing well, though it is 

placing extra demands on BC staff, especially on the computer side. The January NAC was the first national tournament 

at which FencingTime was used as the primary software; while we discovered a few bugs and glitches, the software was 

solid enough that we will not set up XSeed as a backup for JOs, and will be able to focus on staff training and adapting 

BC work flow to the new program.  

 

The live results made possible by FencingTime have been hugely successful, with over 107,000 page views from more 

than 60 countries over the weekend of the Portland tournament. It also appears that fencers in the venue are using the live 

results website to find their strip assignments, thereby relieving some of the congestion around the bulletin boards. 

 

Tournament Calendar. As of this writing, the 2012-2013 calendar is still under discussion with the TOC and other 

groups.  

 

BC Recruiting & Development. Please see the separate “Bout Committee Recruiting & Development” report. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Mary Griffith 

Chair, Tournament Committee 
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Appendix C 

Youth Development Committee Report 

February 2012 
 

The YDC has been in consistent communication via email and phone to work towards improving many aspects of the 

resources and services available to our youth fencers, their families, coaches and organizers of youth fencing tournaments.  

A principal goal of this committee has been to continue to work to improve the youth tournament experience for our 

athletes and organizers while working to address other pertinent aspects of the developmental youth experience. 

 

I. Youth Resources. 

a. SYC Guidelines have been revised and submitted for the 2012-2013 season 

b. RYC Guidelines have been revised and submitted for the 2012-2013 season.  The YDC is currently 

working to develop a Regional Youth Point System which will add further edits to this resource prior to 

the beginning of the new season. 

c. The USA Fencing Parent Guidebook is currently being revised.  Parent member Bill Viqueira is leading 

this effort. 

d. A Standards and Best Practices for Youth Tournaments are being developed.  The YDC has secured the 

participation of some of the most experienced and successful tournament organizers to work with YDC 

liaison Julie Seal to create a manual and/or website to set the Tournament Standard for the delivery of 

services that is required from organizers and well as the Best Practices that make this possible. 

 

 

II. Super Youth Circuits 

a. Additional Events: This season, two organizers who were awarded SYCs for the current season added 

non-SYC events to their tournaments which were not included in their original bids.  Neither informed the 

YDC of these additions prior to publicizing them.  It was the decision of the YDC, in the interest of the 

youth membership, to do everything it could to work with each organizer so that their SYC status would 

not be revoked.   Each organizer was contacted and a request was made for a complete schedule of events 

including projected numbers per event and a strip plan to ensure the viability of the tournament as a 

whole.  The response to this request was handled differently by each organizer.  In one case the process 

took less than three weeks and the YDC had full confidence that the tournament would be run 

successfully and a good experience would be had by the SYC athletes.  In the other case, the process took 

5 months and although eventually approved, the YDC remains concerned about the experience that the 

SYC athletes will receive.  It is our recommendation that in the future the SYC/ROC Bid packet must 

clearly state that the resources promised in any bid cannot be changed without approval from the TOC 

and/or YDC. 

 

b. Sharing Dates:  This season the YDC approved 2 SYC tournaments, in Los Angeles, Ca. and Long Island, 

NY, which will run on the same weekend in May.  This supports the principal goal of the SYC which is to 

provide a high level tournament experience while limiting the travel and cost for our youth fencing 

families.  The organizer of the California event raised concerns about competing tournaments. Using data 

and past history, we were able to reassure him that the cross over is minimal.  For example, last year’s 

NY SYC had only 7 fencers attend from west of Pennsylvania. 

 

c. Tournament Oversight:   

i. Following each SYC, every competitor receives an invitation to participate in an online survey 

from the NO.  Tanya Brown has done the work for this and is compiling an ongoing analysis of 

the feedback received.  She is also working to provide the After-Action Report which is required 

from each organizer, as on online document.   

ii. In response to a request from Gerrie Baumgart, each SYC organizer has been required to forward 

a referee report to her post-tournament to assist the FOC in tracking referee participation at these 

developmental events.  This is requested in the Pre-Tournament reminders that are sent to every 

organizer by Tanya Brown a few weeks before each SYC. 
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iii. Jacqueline Leahy is working to develop an onsite Observation Form for SYCs to be used by those 

delegated to provide the YDC with first-person objective feedback.   At this time, the YDC is 

working to appoint an official observer to every SYC event.  

iv. The NO has instituted an Age Verification Process that allows youth athletes’ ages to be 

confirmed without them having to bring more identification than their USFA Membership Card 

to an SYC.  The NO can provide tournament organizers with a Verification List prior to their 

SYC, which will help a speedier registration process.  A reminder to request this list will be sent 

as part of the pre-tournament reminders. 

 

d. Bid Consolidation:   

i. The TOC requested that the YDC and ROC AG work to consolidate the SYC and ROC Bid 

Packets.  The YDC has been working with the ROC AG to develop this document and hopes to 

have a working copy within the month of February. 

ii. Along with this consolidation we anticipate a streamlining of the selection process.  The YDC has 

recommended to the Chair of the TOC that the YDC role in the SYC selection process be 

modified to only include identifying viable bids from all bids submitted using a quantitative 

transparent process.  These viable bids should then be sent to a subgroup of the TOC whose job 

will be to consider the national calendar, ROC/SYC balance when choosing dates and locations, 

and the demographic needs of the various areas of the country. 

 

III. Youth Development 

a. Pan Am Youth Championships (Festival):  The YDC supports the participation of our youth athletes in 

this sports festival.  Past reports from Nancy Anderson detail the positive experience for participants as 

well as the good will it provides.  There has been some discussion with the NO that selection criteria 

should be instituted.  The YDC recommends that in order for an athlete to register they must have 

competed in at least one SYC or Youth NAC during the current season.  If in the future, participation in 

this festival becomes competitive, we support considering a more defined selection criteria.  Given past 

participation, this is not necessary at this time. 

 

b. Future Stars Camp: This is a significant addition to the developmental path of opportunity for our 

competitive youth fencers.  Upon learning of the full implementation of this camp from a budgetary 

submission at the most recent BOD meeting, I contacted the ED requesting more information.  The press 

release that was posted on the website just after this request was sent to me.  The YDC discussed the 

concern that we were not consulted in our conference call following the official announcement of the 

camp.  The primary product of this discussion was the development of a recommendation for the selection 

process for such a camp.  

 

Recommendation:  

In determining the order of fencers for invitation to the Future Stars Camp (top 15 per weapon/gender), 

only NAC/JO/National Championship results in Y14 and Cadet should be used. 

 

Rationales:  

1) This is the first time that youth point rankings are to be used to separate athletes for selection.  The way 

this camp is structured it is not just selection to participate, for some it will result in international funding to 

compete.  The current youth rolling point structure includes one SYC result in an athlete’s age group rank.  

This is a key component to promoting participation in these tournaments while keeping SYCs a 

developmental step leading toward the NAC level.  This structure rewards strong performances while 

minimizing the incentive to undertake costly travel to multiple SYCs because there is no combining of SYC 

point results.   A concern of the YDC is that potential selection to this camp and competition for points will 

negatively effect the environment for athletes and organizers at SYCs.  This will put undo pressure on athletes 

to perform and to compete in multiple SYCs to gain higher single results and/or block others from gaining 

high results.   

2) SYCs throughout the country have different strength levels in varying events based on the 

demographic they serve.  This is appropriate for the developmental stage of competition for which the SYC 

was developed.  The NACs have a more consistent strength factor which is an improved measure of a fencer’s 
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level when compared to others in his/her age group.  The YDC feels that the structure of the Youth NRPS 

should not change.  We recommend a separate Future Stars Point Standings.   

 

I have had the opportunity to present this recommendation to both Michael Marx and Greg Dilworth.  

Michael is in full support of the recommendation as the best way to determine those young athletes who this camp 

is designed to serve.  Although we have been informed by the ED that the selection for this camp for the inaugural 

year will be from the Youth NRPS, we hope as this program moves forward the recommendation of this 

committee will be instituted. 

 

 

c. Regional Youth:  The RYC system was created as the base level of developmental competitive experience 

for our youth athletes.  The YDC has noted a stagnation of growth in these events as well as a decline in 

some areas.  We are currently working on a plan to institute a Regional Point System to provide incentive 

and reward athletes for accomplishments at the Regional Level.  Athletes who accomplish high regional 

ranks should receive recognition from the National Office.  Some ideas include a patch, a certificate, 

publication in American Fencing, awards ceremony at Nationals…etc.   Increased participation will also 

provide incentive for organizers to run these tournaments.  In order to provide a broader base of regional 

opportunity, the YDC is working to redefine the youth regions.  We will be reaching out to the Regional 

Coordinators for input as to how this point system can be best managed to meet specific regional needs 

(Regional Responsiveness). 

 

 

This committee is working hard to address the important issues affecting our ever growing youth community. I 

would like to thank all the hardworking members of the YDC as well as the prompt and consistent clarification 

and support of Tanya Brown and the NO staff.     

 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Salmon 

Chair, Youth Development Committee 
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Appendix D 

Hall of Fame Committee 

 

The Hall of Fame Committee has recently begun  its deliberations regarding the next class of inductees.  The 

deadline for submissions for each calendar year is December 31st.  Any candidates' biographies received from 

January 1 until December 31st will be discussed for the next season's induction.  We should be ready for a new 

list of Hall of Famers by May 1st.  

  

Thanks , 

  

Andy Shaw 

 

Appendix E 

Tournament Oversight Committee  

 

The tournament oversight committee met on 12/28. We discussed ways that we could stream line the bid 

process for both SYC and ROC events. We also discussed having one bid packet for both which we are in the 

process of completing now. We are working on having a better process in place for selecting winners of the bids 

while trying to ensure impartiality. Our goal is to have the bid packet and processes posted by April 15 and have 

the selection process complete prior to Summer Nationals.  

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

William Becker 

TOC Chair 

 

Appendix F 

Veterans Committee 

 

1)The committee has approved formation of a subcommittee whose functions will include organizing social 

affairs and selecting the "fencer of the year." 

 

2) Said subcommittee is setting up a Veterans' Dinner and Award for the Cincinnati NAC. Plans are not yet 

finalized. 

 

3) Vets will organize a webring under the aegis of Valerie Asher to permit communication without burdening 

the national office. 

 

4) There is considerable interest in a Vet Combined event at summer nationals (as opposed to V40-49). This is 

balanced by a group of similar size that prefers V40-49. It is understood that adding an event will contribute to 

scheduling problems, and that substituting one for another may limit opportunities for multiple-weapon fencers. 

 

5) Seeding for age-specific events suffers when younger fencer "age in," and are placed into pools without 

regard to their previous results. A V50-59 team member who turns 60 is seeded by letter classification alone--

points from 50-59 don't carry over. This does a disservice to all. Most favor carrying points over. A minority 

would seed classification alone. The preferences may vary be weapon. 

 

Respectfully 

Drew Ridge  
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Appendix G 

USFA Sports Medicine 

Special Report on Recruitment 
 
This report is submitted in response to the directive from the Board of Directors Fall 2011 Meeting that a recruitment 

plan be developed to ensure sufficient numbers of qualified personnel (athletic trainers) in the Sports Medicine 

program are available for both domestic and international events. 

 

Since the inception of the Sports Medicine program recruitment has been via a snowballing approach (personal and 

professional contacts, word-of-mouth, requests in American Fencing magazine). This has been necessary for a 

number of reasons, as detailed below, and I expect that this will continue to be the main mechanism for the 

foreseeable future. 

 

The primary difficulty in staffing the program is appropriately matching the requests for domestic and international 

coverage with the available personnel. To do this requires that there be a sufficient number of members in the Sports 

Medicine program to cover the requests but not so many that people do not receive assignments on a regular enough 

basis to keep them involved in the program. Thus, the key element is knowing how much coverage will be needed. 

Thanks to the efforts of Christine Simmons between 2002-2011, we have formalized the domestic needs: two (2) 

Sports Medicine staff are budgeted for all of the NAC and JO and four (4) are budgeted for Summer Nationals. With 

these requirements in place, I know exactly what I need to prepare for. 

 

However, because the USFA has not been able to develop or adhere to a consistent plan for coverage of international 

events, despite many requests and several attempts by myself and some previous international administrators to 

devise a workable program (Andrea Lagan; David Sach), determining how many people are needed in the program 

to meet international responsibilities has been an extraordinarily frustrating experience. To put it bluntly, until the 

High Performance group can come up with a cohesive, comprehensive and committed plan for Sports Medicine 

support for elite athletes at international events, any attempt by me to devise a specific recruitment plan beyond what 

is currently in place is an exercise in futility. For example, although we have formalized two (2) Sports Medicine 

staff for the Cadet/Junior World C’ships each year, primarily based on the number of athletes and cadre involved, the 

number of staff authorized for the Senior World C’ships has varied from year-to-year (one in 2009; two in 2010; one 

in 2011). While I understand the realities of budgets, decisions about staffing can’t be ad hoc, last minute activities.  

For the World C’ships in Catania, by the time I was advised that there was funding for two Sports Medicine staff, it 

was too late to recruit a second person because events like the Worlds are a major time commitment. Very few 

people are in a position to just up-and-leave their job and family for two weeks with little/no preparation/notice. 

Similarly, in the past I have had a number of coaches who have requested coverage for World Cup events on an ad 

hoc basis and assured me that the request was firm only to have them pull the plug at the last minute (sometimes 

only two weeks before the event) after I had found someone from the program who had committed to the event and 

made the necessary arrangements in his/her work and personal schedule. Cathy Zagunis is the only person who has 

consistently developed and followed through on requests for international coverage (primarily for women’s sabre 

over several years and recently also for men’s sabre). 

 

As I noted in my last report to the Board I had high hopes for a better framework within which to administer the 

Sports Medicine program: 

 

The appointment of David Sach as High Performance Director has provided stability to planning for sports 

medicine support for our athletes during international events. For the 2011-2012 season, the program will 

cover 23 world cups/Grand Prix (up from 9 during the ’10-’11 season). We believe this is a significant step 

forward in establishing an integrated and comprehensive support mechanism for US fencers. Mr. Sach has 

also addressed the concerns over staffing at the Senior World C’ships noted in last year’s report will be allow 

better event planning and utilization of personnel in the future. 

 

Unfortunately, with his departure, the plan that he and I had carefully put into place and agreed upon in September 

for the ’11-’12 season was thrown into doubt for almost three months while new administrators were appointed and 
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coaching changes made. Additional coverage was requested and withdrawn by different weapon squads, which made 

it very difficult to fulfill our mandate. 

 

Despite these obstacles, the Sports Medicine program has been able to meet all but one of the requests that have been 

presented to us to date (coverage for a men’s epee camp in France in October, 2011, that came too late to fill despite 

attempts to try some innovative options). As I mentioned in my previous report to the Board in August, 2011, we 

went from covering 5 out-of-country international events in ’09-’10, to 9 in ’10-’11 and now 31 (up from the 23 that 

had been on the schedule in September ’11) for ’11-’12. The 350% increase in international coverage requests from 

last season to the current one with virtually no warning has stretched the program very thin but the challenge has 

been met with a cadre recruited as described above. However, the process has been much more difficult than it 

should have been because of the lack of a master support plan for High Performance. 

 

In addition to the lack of a master plan for athlete support from the USFA, recruiting suitable personnel to the Sports 

Medicine program is complicated by the fact that we are primarily looking for certified athletic trainers as they are 

the best qualified to cover the majority of the work that needs to be done within the program, that is, they represent 

the best overall value as healthcare providers to the USFA. Obviously, they cannot be expert at everything and the 

program has benefitted enormously from the generous professional courtesy in terms of referrals and consulting that 

has been provided by various physicians, nurses, EMT, etc. who attend events as parents, competitors or USFA 

volunteers in various capacities. However, given the limited funding for medical care at events, athletic trainers are 

utilized more fully than would be a physician and a nurse, for example. Unfortunately, unlike virtually all other 

groups of USFA volunteers, very few athletic trainers come from within the fencing family (currently only 3 people 

in the program come from a fencing background) so the majority of potential members of the Sports Medicine 

program who might be recruited in ways other than the current snowball approach have to be brought on board cold 

– they do not have an intrinsic motivation for, or connection to, the sport. Because they have no connection to the 

sport, many are not willing to work for the current pay scale offered by the USFA. Usually athletic trainers 

freelancing at sports events can expect to be paid $25-$30/hr. At the NAC and the Summer Nationals, the current 

rate for Sports Medicine staff ($20 per diem; $75 honorarium) equates to approximately $8-$11/hr (reflecting the 

long and arduous hours involved – which is also a considerable obstacle to recruiting people to the program). 

Despite these drawbacks, the athletic trainers who have come into our program have done so with enormous 

commitment and goals of their own. Some are simply interested in experiencing a unique work environment, warts 

and all. Some are interested in working their way up through our domestic structure to have a chance to work at 

international events. Whatever their motivation, it is clearly not because of the remuneration and it is not a common 

characteristic.  

 

In spite of these difficulties, the current recruiting approach has resulted in a cadre of dedicated professionals. We 

have had four new members in the Sports Medicine group begin to work for us in the past year with several more 

potential members expressing interest. At this juncture, given the circumstances that I have detailed above, I believe 

the current recruiting paradigm is appropriate.  

 

I would be pleased to address any questions that members of the Board may have about this report. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Peter A. Harmer, Ph.D., MPH., ATC., FACSM 

Chief Medical Officer 

Email: pharmer@willamette.edu 

  

mailto:pharmer@willamette.edu
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Appendix H 

Executive Director’s Report 

 
Finances 
As we all know, we continue to experience some difficulties in our financial position for the remainder of the 

year.  Nothing significant has changed from last month’s report and we still have a negative variance of around 

$200K.  I suggest continuing to monitor this situation for the next month, essentially setting our Olympic team 

for 2012 at which time we’ll need to ensure that we follow the budget very carefully through the remainder of 

the fiscal year.  We also want to see the initial receipts for Summer Nationals to determine if we are correct that 

we’ll have higher than average attendance. 

 

Separately from this report, I have sent answers to several questions asked by a BOD member. 

 

As recommended by Sunil, I have spoken with our bank, Chase, about a cash flow loan to begin in April.  The 

bank has not yet responded.  When they do, we’ll know whether or not the bank is interested in giving us the 

opportunity to take out a loan.  If so, that information will come to the BOD and we’ll then know whether or not 

we want to actually borrow the money for April through early May. 

 

Events 
Fencing Time Software 

Fencing Time has been used at the January NAC and at JOs with solid success.  A few bugs have been 

identified in places, but overall the performance has been good.  More information about the integration may be 

found in the TC report. 

 

2012/2013 USA Fencing NAC Schedule 

This past weekend the FIE released their draft schedule for Sr. World Cups in 2013.  There are very significant 

changes with Sr. World Cups and Grand Prix starting on the second weekend of January and going every 

weekend through the end of March.  They then start up again the last weekend of April and go until the end of 

May.  June is reserved for Zonal Championships.  The 2013 World Championships will be held in Budapest, 

Hungary on August 6-14. 

 

This will require several changes to our domestic calendar.  First, we will not be able to hold our Div I National 

Championships during the Summer Nationals.  Early July is too close to the World Championships to make this 

possible.  Second, with world cups starting in early January we will not be able to hold the Div I/Junior event 

that has traditionally been on Martin Luther Day weekend.  Thus a conversation has been started, including the 

National/Senior Lead Coaches, the Tournament Committee, the Tournament Oversight Committee and shortly 

the NTOC about how to organize our events in 2012/2013.  We hope that these decisions may be made quickly 

so that we will be able to release the 2012/2013 USA Fencing NAC Schedule as soon as possible. 
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World Cups 

Questions continue to be raised about the operation and finances of the 2011 New York World Cup.  Enclosed 

is the line item expense detail from that event as well as the invoice from the decorator to provide additional 

detail.  Unfortunately, we continue to have a misunderstanding about whether or not outside labor was required 

to unload the truck, set up the stage, get the carpet and why we had to hire GES to do all of these things.  The 

miscommunication seems to lie in a misunderstanding of what the decorator does and why union labor is 

necessary.  The information in the previous report submitted to the Board is factually accurate.  I would refer 

you to the entire section labeled “Venue Planning,” paragraphs 3-5.  This is quoted below: 

The next issues were with loading and unloading our equipment from the trucks that ship them.  It took 

more than a month for us to get the dimensions of the NYAC loading dock.  As much as this seems 

trivial, it is key to understanding the kind of truck that can be used for the shipping of the pistes.  

Further, we needed to understand if the NYAC had a pallet jack or forklift to remove our crates from the 

truck and move them into the NYAC (our crates weigh in excess of 2,000 lbs each).  Finally, we needed 

to learn if the NYAC freight elevator was large enough to hold one of our crates or if we would have to 

unpack the crates at the loading dock and then move the equipment up to the gym and other space as 

necessary. 

Finally, the NYACF was able to put us into contact with the building supervisor to gather this 

information.  The loading dock was not set-up to pull a truck up to the dock and load/unload equipment.  

Thus we would need a pallet jack or forklift, which the NYAC does not have.  Therefore we would have 

to rent one.  Not surprisingly, renting a pallet jack in NYC comes with a couple of Teamsters attached to 

it.  Further, J.R. Bourne was informed by the building manager that the NYAC is a union building and 

that, therefore, the loading and unloading of the trucks would have to be done by Teamsters anyway. 

Working on the requirements of a World Cup event we needed to have a raised strip for the finals and 

colored carpet or pistes for the 32 onwards of individual events and 16 onwards of team events.  In 

addition, we wanted to have sufficient seating for spectators and stanchions to delineate the field-of-play 

from spectator areas.  This necessitated the hiring of a decorator.  J.R. reached out to several decorator 

companies in NY to find the one that could provide the services at the best possible price.  

Unfortunately, this price was very high.  The requirements to get what we needed included: 

 Labor to move in the equipment on pallet jacks, build the raised platform and lay carpet included – 

4 Teamsters, a carpenter and a supervisor all @ $217.50/hour.  This is the overtime rate since we 

were unable to start the move-in until about 9 PM on Thursday night.  Because of Union rules, the 

Teamsters come in 8 hour minimum increments.  Thus the move-in cost $10,440 in labor. 

 We had to reset the space (cutting from 9 pistes to 5 in the main 6
th

 floor gym) and lay different 

carpet on Friday night to get the colored strips as required.  This took two people at overtime rates 

for a total of $1,740. 

 Because the NYAC had to be back to its normal state for Monday morning we had to have the 

Teamsters move everything out on Sunday night at double time rates of $290/hour.  The supervisor 

and carpenter were only at the overtime rates.  Thus the move out cost was $12,760. 

 Rental of all the carpet and stanchions came to $33,412. 

The total decorator estimate was $58,952 which was close to the final bill. 

 

There is no dispute that communication was poor in the lead-up to the World Cup and that had we thought out 

of the box more we might have been able to arrive at creative solutions that would have helped us to be much 

better organized and that we might have found some creative ways to cut costs.  For example, instead of using 

USA Fencing pistes, NYACF might have been able to borrow appropriate ones from local sources saving us 

from needing to ship them from Iowa.  Another possibility would have been to have carpet purchased rather 

than needing to rent it from GES. 
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Recently, the Fencers Club of Arizona hosted a Jr. Men’s and Women’s Sabre World Cup in the Phoenix area.  

The event, overall, was a success.  Bill Becker put together an excellent event with good awards and a smooth 

operation.  He should be thanked by all of us for the excellent work that he and the volunteers from his club did. 

Unfortunately, there was a problem at the event that was completely my fault.  We did not schedule USADA to 

provide drug testing at the event because of my lack of understanding of the requirements.  Once it was 

confirmed that drug testing is required at all levels of world cups I attempted to correct the problem, but it was 

too late to do so in an adequate fashion.  This has created some turmoil between us and the FIE.  Peter Harmer 

and Sunil Sabharwal have worked to lessen the impact of this turmoil over the past couple of weeks.   

 

The problems encountered at last year’s NY World Cup and the recent error at the Phoenix World Cup 

emphasize the need to have project teams and project plans that ensure mistakes do not occur rather than relying 

on any one individual to always make correct choices.  To accomplish this, we must act in a partnership with a 

full project team of experienced volunteers working with staff to arrive at the best result.  To that end, we have 

begun to establish this project team for the 2012 Chicago World Cup.  Sam Cheris, as bout committee chair and 

an experienced FIE tournament organizer will work with J.R. Bourne, Tanya Brown and others both on the staff 

and in our volunteer community to make sure that the event is as successful as possible.  This is a model that 

should be followed at all future international events. 

 

Marketing and Communications 
Please find enclosed the Digital Media Agreement proposed by the USOC for 2013-2016.  For your information 

we fall into the middle of Tier Two and thus would receive $75,000/year as long as we neither add nor lose 

significant unique visitors to our site.  We will be evaluating this agreement over the next 30 days, along with 

the new USOC web platform to determine if this is in the best interests of USA Fencing. 

 

Junior/Cadet World Championships 
Plans continue to be made for the Junior/Cadet World Championships.  We will be staying at the host hotel, 

Cosmos, which is about 5 km from the competition venue.  Courtney Kulick is meeting with those athletes and 

their families that are here in Salt Lake to review our information and will send our information packet to those 

families that are not here early in this week. 

 

We need the NTOC to assist with final cadre selection for the event so that we may obtain visas, plane flights 

and reserve the correct number of rooms.  We hope that this will be completed before this week is finished. 

 

Olympic Games 
We continue to be on pace to qualify the maximum number of possible athletes (16) to the London Olympic 

Games.  Many of our teams and individuals have demonstrated their ability to have podium performances with 

Mariel Zagunis earning a gold medal at the Orleans Grand Prix, Race Imboden and Alexander Massialas both 

earning bronze medals at the Paris World Cup, and with today’s fourth place finish by the Men’s Foil team in 

La Coruna, Spain. 

 

Another excellent recent result was the Silver Medal performance by the Men’s Epee team at the world cup in 

Legnano, Italy.  Unfortunately, this team will not be competing in London because of the rotation of team 

events at the Olympic Games. 

 

We continue to work hard on the preparation for the Olympic Games to make sure that our athletes and coaches 

have the best possible environment in which to achieve.  Over the last month we continued to consolidate plans 

for the Olympics and laid the foundation for several different components of the event.  These included: 

 Fencing events (along with many other sports) will be held at the Excel Center, in the Docklands area in 

the southeastern part of London. 
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 Those athletes that make the team along with our team leader and several coaches will be housed at the 

Athlete’s Village, in the eastern part of London. 

 The USA Fencing training site will be at the University of London – Docklands (UEL-D), just a couple 

of train stops to the east of the Excel Center.  This is also the location where replacement athletes and 

support staff (armorer, trainer, and some coaches) will be housed. 

 During the trip we made arrangements for armory equipment at both the athlete’s village and at UEL-D. 

 During several USOC meetings and phone calls we have come closer to understanding the USOC 

apparel package (from Nike and Ralph Lauren). 

 During the Portland NAC we discussed with Nike several elements of the USA Fencing apparel 

package. 

 We explored whether it might be better for us to rent equipment from Leon Paul to establish the UEL-D 

training site rather than shipping the equipment that is now at the OTC in Colorado Springs. 

 We explored sites close to the Excel Center where we might have athletes get away from the venue 

between the preliminary rounds and medal rounds so that they might relax and focus.  Security 

arrangements and traffic flow make the choice of site key. 

 We toured USA House and determined the rules and costs for having medal celebrations and possibly 

other events there during the games. 

 We discussed with Leon Paul the possibility of their arranging a pre-games reception for athletes and 

family members. 

 We discussed with Nike the possibility of their hosting an end of fencing celebration. 

 We toured several of the hotels Ludus Tours is using for friends and family. 

 We clarified and confirmed several different issues relating to tickets and the process for getting them 

from the USOC and other partners. 

As the World Cup season progresses, our Olympic Selection for all teams continues to be extremely close.  

Though there are at least two world cups or grand prix left in each weapon and those results may make it moot 

it is likely that there will be more than one team slot determined at the Division I National Championships in 

Virginia Beach making for a high pressure and exciting event. 


